Complete any bingo pattern making a line with five numbers in diagonal, horizontal or vertical row. Additional
Cold/Snow day directions are available online at (enter website here).

E
Make a meal and do the
dishes

A

G

L

E

Dream, research, and

Write a paragraph -- if you
could go back to your five
year old self, what advice
would you tell yourself?

Do a job for a neighbor
(example: shovel)

Create 3 landforms out of

report on two careers you
would like to have in
future

Watch a news program to
explore a current event
issue.

Listen to music and draw
what you see and feel

Design a business. What
product would you
create? Why would
someone invest in your
product?

Write a poem describing
your favorite (or least
favorite) season

Create a travel plan for a
country you’d love to
visit. What would you do
there?

Have a sled race and
think about the factors
that would cause one
person to beat the other

Write a paragraph -- if you Create a positive post on
could go back in time,
some social media (either
where would you go and
really do it or write out
why?
what it would be)

snow

Play cribbage, checkers,
chess, or a card game

Read to a sibling, a pet,
or to yourself

Write a letter to someone
who has made a great
impact on your
life--explain how he or
she impacted you

Do something kind for five
different people in one
day. Write about it, how
did it make you feel?

Create a math worksheet
with several problems
that reflect what we are
currently working on in
class. Make an answer
key. Give it to an adult
and correct their work.

Learn how to wash and
dry a load of laundry

Learn who your state and
Build a catapult that
would toss a small ball
(ping-pong, tennis ball)

federal congress people
are and write them a
letter about an issue that

Play a board game with
siblings or solitaire by
yourself

you care about
Create a graph of the
Double a recipe and make
it

amount of snowfall
and/or temperature, or
create a map to scale of
where you live

Watch a TV show (with
your parent’s permission).
Pretend you are a critic
and write a review of it

